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WHAT DOES EFFECTIVE PEER REVIEW LOOK LIKE?
Health care organizations often struggle to develop a
peer review program that is unbiased and meaningful.
In an effort to obtain a truly objective review, many
organizations turn to MDReview for external peer review.
One of the key elements of effective external peer review is
that the final report withstand the scrutiny of the provider
under review as well as the medical executive committee
or other hospital medical staff leadership that requested
the review. The review must be free of any hint of bias in
order for its findings to hold up under such scrutiny.

PROVIDING COMPLETE MEDICAL RECORDS:
One of the downsides to the electronic health record (EHR)
is that it generates hundreds, sometimes thousands, of
pages of records for virtually every hospital encounter.
When engaging MDReview for an external review project,
our clients often ask why it’s necessary to send all medical
records in addition to other items we often request,
such as pre- and post procedure office notes and any
preoperative, intraoperative, or postoperative imaging.
We appreciate the sometimes arduous task presented
by providing what are often voluminous records to
MDReview for us to then sort and provide to our selected
expert reviewer. We often get requests from client
facilities to accept only selected portions of the medical
record that seem relevant to the issues being reviewed.
Others prefer to redact, edit, or condense records
to make the job of transmitting them more efficient.
In an effort to provide our clients with high quality peer

review that can withstand scrutiny, MDReview requests
extensive records in order to avoid any appearance that the
requesting facility or its medical staff leader ship was trying
to point the expert reviewer in one direction or another
by being selective in what records are sent to review,
thereby potentially diminishing the value of the review.
Our very strong preference is to leave it to our staff and
expert reviewer to decide what is relevant in the way of
physician and allied health professional documentation,
nursing notes, imaging and ancillary results, and any
other aspects of the record they may deem relevant.
By providing the entire medical record related to
the episode of care under review, the integrity of our
reviewer‘s final report can never be called into question
as being biased or intentionally limited by having had
access to only a portion of the relevant medical record.
When it comes to assessing patient selection, medical
necessity, and appropriate preoperative screening,
our reviewer‘s determination is greatly enhanced
by being able to see relevant preoperative office
visits, including the process of discussing risks and
benefits, alternative procedures, and appropriate
informed
consent
documentation.
Preoperative
imaging is similarly relevant to patient selection and
medical necessity as well as playing a significant
role in determination of the quality of the intervention
performed and assessing for appropriate outcomes.
Our goal is always to provide our client facilities with
the most up-to-date, relevant, unbiased, and medically
appropriate review of clinical care in an effort to help
improve patient safety, positive clinical outcomes, and
identify any and all opportunities for improvement. By
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providing MDReview with the full extent of the medical
record as well as any relevant pre- and post operative/
procedure imaging and relevant office notes, we are
able to assure our client facilities the most value for
their investment in the external peer review process.

MDReview can help develop or improve your hospital’s peer
review strategy, please give us a call today: 866-725-1784.

F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N :

Please visit our website at www.md-review.com

About MDReview
MDReview provides exceptional external peer review focusing on integrity, objectivity, sensitivity,
confidentiality, and timeliness to provide clients with an incomparable resource. MDReview is committed
to applying its expertise to meet the individual needs of each client. With a national reach to a diverse
client base in all 50 states, MDReview is the standard for excellence in peer review. MDReview is located in
Denver, Colorado.
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